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Branco deflates Liverpool 
Genoa 2 Liverpool 0  
GOALS punctuating the end of both halves, by Valeriano Fiorin and Claudio 
Branco, punctured the European hopes of Liverpool here last night in their first 
match against Italian opposition since the Heysel stadium disaster seven years 
ago.  
The second goal, scored with just two minutes remaining of this Uefa Cup 
quarter-final, first leg, was a wicked blow to a threadbare Liverpool side that had 
acquitted itself as well as could reasonably be expected in the circumstances.  
It was also a stupendous blow, struck from nearly 35 yards by Branco, who was 
only doing what Brazilians seem to do best.  
To field his strongest available outfield side, Graeme Souness, the Liverpool 
manager, took a huge gamble on the nerve and temperament of Mike Hooper, 
the reserve goalkeeper, and the occasion did not find him wanting.  
The pre-match build-up, with its musical extravaganza and obligatory firework 
display was, if anything, more unnerving than Genoa themselves, who, for the 
large part of the game, did not do justice to the magnificent Luigi Ferraris stadium 
or 40,000 supporters.  
If Liverpool's predominantly inexperienced side could have believed in themselves 
a fraction more, they might have exposed the Italians for what they were, fairly 
moderate opposition. Undoubtedly the occasion it was their biggest game in 
some 30 years got to them, too.  
A Liverpool team of old might have asserted itself, but, apart from a foray or two 
by the ever game Houghton, there was nobody really capable of carrying the 
danger away from the Liverpool goal for extended periods. When their only 
chance came of scoring an all-important away goal, Walters's finish in the 67th 
minute was pitiful.  
Liverpool were within five minutes of the sanctuary of half-time when Genoa got 
the crowd off their backs with the first goal. Wright had contained the aerial 
threat of Skuhravy, whose game failed to get off the ground in most other 
respects, until he nodded on a free kick for Aguilera to set up Fiorin for a shot 
which he rifled past Hooper.  
Hooper had the crossbar, Skuhravy's inaccuracy and Wright to thank in the 57th 
minute after doing well himself to push out a too-hot-to-handle drive from 
Ruotolo. But there was little he could do about Branco's free kick awarded for a 
foul by Nicol. Now Liverpool have a two-goal deficit to pull back as they 
successfully did in the second round, against Auxerre. This time, however, it may 
be just beyond them.  
No arrests were reported following fights between supporters before the game. 
The trouble started when Liverpool supporters were greeted with a hail of 
bottles, cans and other missiles. Riot police eventually restored an uneasy peace.  
GENOA: S Braglia; V Torrente, C Branco, S Eranio, F Collovati, G Signorini, G 
Ruotolo, M Bortolazzi, C Aguilera, T Skuhravy, V Fiorin (sub: R Onorati).  
LIVERPOOL: M Hooper; R Jones, D Burrows, S Nicol, M Wright, M Marsh, D 
Saunders, R Houghton, M Walters (sub: B Venison), J Molby, S McManaman.  
Referee: H Forstinger (Austria).  
 

 
Liverpool left two mountains to climb 
LIVERPOOL truly found themselves back in Europe last night. Those sedate little 
grounds in Finland, France and Austria were a world away from the blaring, brash 
and thoroughly invigorating theatre of Genoa's Luigi Ferraris.  
Fiorin put Italy's oldest club, but playing their first season in Europe, ahead five 
minutes before half-time and thereafter it was largely a tale of stiff Liverpool 
resistance and fine goalkeeping by Hooper combined with several pizza-sized 
slices of luck. But two minutes before the final whistle, after Nicol had fouled 
Ruotolo, Branco scored what may be a crucial second goal.  
Genoa dominated the second half. Two previous free-kicks by the Brazilian had 
almost wriggled past Hooper, and Skuhravy had headed against the bar after the 
Liverpool goalkeeper had made an exceptional save from the constantly 
dangerous Ruotolo.  
Hooper saved again from Skuhravy as Genoa turned the screw in search of that 
second goal. At one point, with Hooper stranded in Grobbelaar fashion far out of 
his goal, it seemed Ruotolo must score, but Nicol, the only survivor in this team of 
the Heysel tragedy, kept the coolest of heads.  
His head was shaking vigorously when the referee blew for a foul in the 87th 
minute and Branco did what he had been threatening to do all evening, powering 
a left-foot free-kick of extraordinary venom and absolute accuracy past the 
helpless Hooper.  
Liverpool's task at Anfield in a fortnight's time will be exceptionally difficult, for 
Genoa, unlike Auxerre, who tried to defend a 2 0 lead, are not likely to buckle 
easily.  
Genoa had created an early opening with ominous ease, Skuhravy shooting wide, 
but Molby worked hard to steady early nerves and Liverpool were able to respond 
through Saunders, who was allowed room to run at the home side's defence; a 
rarity. The Welshman's shot, however, lacked direction.  
As expected, Hooper played rather than Grobbelaar, allowing Souness to keep 
Saunders in attack and draw on the experience of Nicol, Houghton and Molby. 
That trio's influence was important in the opening 20 minutes, when Genoa were 
seeking to impose their own rhythm.  
Walters, who appeared to pull a hamstring late in the game, presented Branco 
with considerable problems, and Houghton once cut in from the opposite flank to 
shoot fiercely but wide.  
Liverpool's concentration and application were worthy of the occasion and it 
needed something special by Aguilera to trouble them again. Hooper saved his 
instant volley and Liverpool refused to be ruffled, edging forward whenever they 
could and bringing exasperated whistles from the home fans as they carefully 
retained possession.  
Frustration was mounting when an explosive goal sent the Italians into raptures of 
delight. From a free-kick by their captain, Signorini - an extremely dubious one, as 
Molby's pass appeared to do no more than hit Saunders in the back - Skuhravy 
knocked the ball down, Aguilera hurried it on and Fiorin suddenly struck a volley 
of stunning intensity that left Hooper with not the slightest chance of saving. It 
was a goal of true European pedigree, as was Branco's.  
Genoa: Braglia; Torrente, Branco, Eranio, Collovati, Signorini, Ruotolo, Bortolazzi, 
Aguilera, Skuhravy, Fiorin (Onorati, 69min).  
Liverpool: Hooper; R Jones, Burrows, Nicol, Wright, Marsh, Saunders, Houghton, 
Walters (Venison, 83), Molby, McManaman.  
Referee: H Forstinger (Austria). 
 

 


